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Intelligent Computer Aided Instruction (ICAI) requires machine understanding of student knowledge and skills. Methods for representing knowledge about a coherent set of tasks, dynamic skill tasks, are presented. A formal system appropriate to the representation of temporality, events, and actions is adopted. A semantic composition method naturally promotes a "degrees of specificity" approach to the representation of knowledge. Some, presumably widely held, elements of dynamic skill knowledge are domain-independent. Others are specific to particular task domains. Many task-specific representations can be seen as...
instantiations of more generic representations. Student explanations of a variety of dynamic skill tasks are analyzed in this framework. An experimental computer-based dynamic skill task is used to permit detailed observation of student performances that are analyzed in terms of the proposed representation format.
ABSTRACT

Intelligent Computer Aided Instruction (ICAi) requires machine understanding of student knowledge and skills. Methods for representing knowledge about a coherent set of tasks, dynamic skill tasks, are presented. A formal system appropriate to the representation of temporality, events, and actions is adopted. A semantic composition method naturally promotes a "degrees of specificity" approach to the representation of knowledge. Some, presumably widely held, elements of dynamic skill knowledge are domain-independent. Others are specific to particular task domains. Many task-specific representations can be seen as instantiations of more generic representations. Student explanations of a variety of dynamic skill tasks are analyzed in this framework. An experimental computer-based dynamic skill task is used to permit detailed observation of student performances that are analyzed in terms of the proposed representation format.
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New hope for the future of computer-based instruction (CAI) comes from three sources. One is a trend toward software systems that do not appear to be CAI in the traditional sense. These are programs that present a rich, manipulable domain to learners. Experimental examples of such systems include Borning's (1979) ThingLab and the Equipment Simulation Authoring System (ESAS) (Towne & Munro, 1984). In the commercial sector, the Filevision program for the Apple Macintosh computer also has the characteristic of providing users with undirected access to a complex environment of data and graphics over which they have direct control.

Traditional CAI systems provide students with only minimal control over the systems they make use of. The new trend in interactive applications does not force the author of an application to envision every possible use that might be made of it. In CAI systems such as PLATO or TICCIT, every branch that a student might take must be explicitly coded by the application author. In ThingLab, ESAS, and Filevision, authors create rule-governed environments that users can explore in a free-play fashion. This trend, if pursued, will liberate CAI from the Programmed Instruction paradigm. Students will become tool-users, able to use computer systems as devices to aid learning, just as writers use word processing programs as an aid to writing and financial analysts use spreadsheets as an aid to decision making.

A second hopeful trend in CAI, exhibited by the same systems cited as examples of student-controlled applications, is that of providing application authors with object-oriented methods for building applications. Authors can select meaningful objects and compose them
into simulated, functioning scenes using these systems. Because computer programming skills are not required to make use of such authoring systems, subject matter experts can produce high-quality simulations at lower cost.

The most important next stage advances in CAI are likely to come in the area of intelligent instruction — the result of applying artificial intelligence methods to training problems. This is the third trend that is likely to have significant effects on CAI, increasing its effectiveness and extending the domains in which it can be effectively and economically employed. We are particularly interested in the problem of providing supervisory intelligence for dynamic simulation training. An intelligent tutor could provide individualized coaching, instruction, and simulation control in response to the course of events in training simulations.

Two basic issues must be resolved if intelligent tutorial is to be successfully implemented for simulation training. The first is to determine a combination of representation format and methods of analysis that can be used to represent expert and student understanding of the task for the purposes of training. The second is to provide a method by which a subject matter expert can encode the expertise required by the tutor — in effect, to provide an authoring system for intelligent tutors.

This report deals with the first of these issues — devising a representation for generic dynamic skill knowledge. Based, in part, on a format devised by Allen (1984), the representation includes semantic primitives appropriate for the representation of elementary concepts of dynamic skill tasks, including duration, simultaneity, temporal overlap, and so on. An intermediate level of representation, composed of the primitive elements, conveys a number of dynamic skill concepts such as Wait-For-Event-to-Perform, and so on. At a higher level, it provides a generic schema for interactive task environments.
REPRESENTATION FUNDAMENTALS

One objective of our work has been to begin assembling a general inventory of characteristics of dynamic tasks. By examining a set of specific task environments, in a manner similar to the exploratory work of Kieras concerning device representations (Kieras, 1984; Kieras & Bovair, 1983), we have identified a significant number of processes, actions, and events required to represent a range of dynamic tasks.

The following six rule forms or rule schemata are typical of the primitive elements which are involved in many dynamic tasks:

1. Action a must precede action b.
2. Action a must be performed immediately before action b.
3. Action a must be started before event b occurs.
4. Action a must be finished before event b occurs.
5. Action a must be initiated within <t time-units> following event b.
6. Action a must not be performed during event b.

At a somewhat less abstract level, many dynamic task representations must refer to elementary concepts from a small set of positional and movement primitives. These can be expressed by statements such as

7. Object i is near object j.
8. Object i is below object j.
9. Object i is heading toward object j (or, in direction d).
10. Object i has speed s.
11. Object i is new.
12. Object i has disappeared.

Dynamic skill tasks appear to require a semantic inventory that
includes such concepts as precede, started before, finished before, not during, near, below, heading toward, speed, and so forth. Many more complex dynamic skill concepts can be defined in terms of such more primitive elements.

The primary rationale for developing this inventory was to determine what form of representation system is required to accommodate a wide range of complex time-constrained man-machine interactions. Rules 1 and 2, for example, express simple sequence constraints of the type that would be used to represent a serial-action task (a non-dynamic task in which durations are irrelevant, such as equipment troubleshooting). In general, serial-action task environments may be treated as special cases of the more general dynamic task environment. Moreover, a dynamic task may have aspects which are serial in nature. Thus rules 1 and 2 are useful for characterizing some portions of dynamic tasks.

Rules 3, 4, and 5 reflect some of the nature of dynamic tasks, in which the performance of one action is related to the timing of other actions and events. Rule 3 also allows a degree of simultaneity, while rule 6 expresses a specific prohibition against the concurrency of events a and b.

While the generic primitives for dynamic tasks are expressed in English, they provide a clear indication of the flexibility and range of relationships needed in a formal representation system. The six temporal relationship primitives listed above demonstrate three of the central requirements which a computational theory of action must meet:

1. Effects and interactions among actions must be expressible and computable; it is not sufficient, for example, to simply represent temporal order of events or simple causal relationships with primitive logical operators of the form "if a then b".
2. Simultaneous actions and events must be expressible, with no inherent limitation on the number of such concurrent elements. The situation calculus (McCarthy & Hayes, 1969), which represents the world with static states achieved via the performance of particular actions, does not satisfy this need.

3. The formalism must be able to express inactivity, as in rule 6, and non-continuous activity (such as resuming an interrupted action).

Other requirements of a formalism result from its intended basis for instructional purposes. These include the need to recognize a performer's intentions and plans and the need to represent time in a manner which would allow tutorial functions to recognize time-critical situations. (For example, if a tutor observes a student strike a function key just a fraction of a second too late after performing a number of equally critical actions within their allotted time, it may be inappropriate to classify the error as "forgetting to type the function key during the required period.")

A representation system which adequately accommodates a useful range of dynamic task environments must be extremely rich, flexible, and adaptable. We believe this can be best accomplished by constructing a relatively small number (less than one hundred, perhaps) of generic primitive rules. From these, a second tier of more specific rules would be constructed. At this (second) level or above, rules would be constructed to meet particular needs of an application, such as the Air Intercept Controller (AIC) task. We would expect that many of the second- and third-tier rules to also be of general use in future applications. Each domain-specific rule would be expressed in terms of lower-level domain-independent elements. Possibly some would be built using the first-tier primitives, others would involve more complex construction.
Dynamic Task Primitives

We propose to construct formal dynamic task primitives to represent the English rules in our current inventory using the formalism for reasoning about actions developed by J. F. Allen (AI, 1984). This formalism is based upon a theory of temporal logic which recognizes time intervals rather than distinct points. Allen defines a small set of predicates which express the properties of various time periods. A fundamental predicate is HOLD, described below:

HOLD (p,t) which is true if and only if property p holds during time t

and a number of predicates related to time periods:
DURING (t1,t2) time interval t1 is fully contained in t2
STARTS (t1,t2) time interval t1 shares the same beginning as t2, but ends before t2 does.
FINISHES (t1,t2) time interval t1 shares the same end as t2, but begins after t2 begins.
BEFORE (t1,t2) time interval t1 is before interval t2, and they do not overlap in any way.
OVERLAP (t1,t2) time interval t1 starts before t2, and they overlap
MEETS (t1,t2) interval t1 is before interval t2, but there is no interval between them; t1 ends where t2 starts.
EQUAL (t1,t2) t1 and t2 are the same interval.

From these, higher level predicates may be constructed. For example IN(t1,t2) can be defined in terms of DURING, START, and FINISHES to express that t1 is wholly contained in t2.

HOLD specifies the truth of a property over a time period. A second key object in the ontology, OCCUR(e,t), is true if and only if event e happened during time t (and not during any subinterval in t).

In most respects, the primitive predicates have the same role in
more than they describe, is supported by student responses to informal questions about described tasks, by their performance on the tasks, and by interpretations of their sometimes sparse descriptions that impose consistency.

To analyze individual student's representations for tasks, methods must be devised that do not rely on verbal or textual descriptions. A potentially ideal method would make use of student task performance to derive such representations.
propositions from a composite representation, can be developed for eliminating obvious errors from the "inclusive correct" representation. The result of applying this procedure is to construct a model of an ideal all-knowing task expert. This expert model includes all the correct information displayed in the collected descriptions of the task, while excluding individual errors.

The approach of propositionally analyzing many descriptions of a task may prove to be a fruitful one for deriving "possible expert" knowledge about a task domain -- the knowledge that some deal expert might have about the task. This approach has less appeal for determining appropriate individual representations of task knowledge. A method that purports to discover an individual's knowledge about a task must make use of task performance data.

Not all elements of a representation such as the composite propositional representation for the PLAY-INVADERS task (given on page 10 and in a notational variant in Figure 1) are equally central to an expert's conception of the task. For example, the ideas of shooting the aliens and avoiding their weapons are much more important than the concept that the aliens' weapons destroy the blockades. Frequency of mention is one measure of centrality of component concepts.

Propositional analysis of many task descriptions may be a useful method for deriving a comprehensive "expert" representation of the task, but it is not, by itself, an adequate method for determining individual representations. Individual task descriptions can reveal intrusive errors in task understanding. They cannot be relied on to reveal gaps in understanding, however, because many students fail to describe much that they seem to know about the task. This claim, that students know
A composite representation (either graphical, as in Figure 1, or propositional, as at the beginning of this section) can be constructed on the basis of the descriptions of many subjects. Each student's coded propositions can be related to the composite representation, largely by identifying identities of reference, but sometimes by adding new propositions.

What is the status of a composite representation derived by this method? One claim that can be made about such representations is that they are fictions. According to this claim, no single student knows everything about the task that is conveyed in the composite representation. Since there is no "group mind" that holds the entire composite, it does not make sense as a representation. The only representations that make sense are representations for individuals' understandings, based on their descriptions.

A second claim is that the composite representation is a good representation for most students' understandings of the task. According to this claim, all the students have this essential understanding of the task, but some are better at expressing it than are others.

Neither claim can be completely correct. Many students seem to know more about the task than they include in their descriptions. A representation such as that given by Student #3 lacks the cohesiveness required for a complete task description. Furthermore, we suspect that many of the students would perform the task in a much more adequate fashion than their descriptions would suggest. On the other hand, some students have incomplete and/or incorrect ideas about the task. We certainly would not want to include erroneous propositions in the composite representation. It would not make much sense to say that a student shared in the composite representation when performance data suggested clear errors and omissions.

Operational methods, such as excluding all idiosyncratic
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The relationship between a particular student's description of a task and the composite representation can be more easily appreciated when both are presented as network graphs. Figure 1, "Composite Semantic Representation" conveys the same information included in the sequence of propositions displayed at the beginning of this section. Particular instantiations (or partial instantiations) of predicates are represented as ovals surrounding the predicate label. Subscripts are unnecessary, since identity of reference is portrayed by pointing to the same oval.

The pointers represent the bindings between predicate instantiations and their arguments (which may themselves be predicate instantiations). The argument bindings (arrows) may be labeled to reflect the roles of the arguments with respect to the predicate. Labels can be prepositions such as "at", "by", and so on, or they can be numbers, where "1" represents an agentive argument, "2" an objective argument, "3" a patient argument, and so on (Fillmore, 1968). The nominal arguments are represented by the name of the type of the object, enclosed in angled brackets.

Individual student descriptions can be translated from the propositional representation to this semantic network representation. Figure 2 presents a semantic network representation for student #3. It presents the same set of propositions given above for this student, shown against a "grayed out" background of the composite representation. The same method can be used to display the content of task descriptions given by other students, including those students who describe the task much more fully. Figure 3 presents the content of the description of the PLAY-INVADERS task given by subject 25, who described the task in moderate detail. Figure 4 presents the semantic network representation of the description given by Subject 1, which includes most of the propositions in the composite representation.
Figure 1.
Composite Semantic Representation
POSITION (agent, object, \{instrument, source, goal\}) =

COMPOSITE

(DO\textsubscript{1} (agent, PRO-ACTION (agent, instrument)),
CAUSE (DO\textsubscript{1} (...), CHANGE-POS\textsubscript{j} (object, source, goal)))

Invoking this definition in the context of \textit{POSITION}(...) results in an expansion based on the definitions of \textit{POSITION} and of \textit{PLAY-INVADERS}.

\textit{POSITION}\textsubscript{y} (agent, <ship>, at <\textit{location}>)) =>

COMPOSITE_{y}

(DO\textsubscript{11} (agent, PRO-ACTION (agent, instrument)),
CAUSE (DO\textsubscript{11} (...), CHANGE-POS\textsubscript{j} (<ship>, <location>))
NOT\textsubscript{a} (BELOW\textsubscript{a} (creatures, <location>))

Even this representation is incomplete in that it does not specify that the PRO-ACTION is an instance of \textit{POSITIONing} the joystick lever.

Representing the Task Descriptions of Individuals

Students differed a great deal in the amount of detail they included in their descriptions of the tasks. Some students gave very detailed and complete descriptions of the entire task, while others described only portions of the task in a few words. For example, student \#3 said

There are these different figures, invaders. They're firing down on the blockades. Your little guy hides behind them. You move the joystick.

Translating this description into the representation format used here produces a definition for \textit{PLAY-INVADER} something like this:

\textit{PLAY-INVADER} (agent)

COMPOSITE

(POSITIONS\textsubscript{g} (agent, <joystick>),
HIDE\textsubscript{x} (agent, <ship>, behind <blockades>),
FIRE\textsubscript{e} (<creatures>, <blockades>))
This representation makes use of a number of abbreviations. The nominal elements, shown here as nouns enclosed in angled brackets (<...>), have a more complex underlying representation. In the actual representation, the entities are represented as empty slots or memory locations about which predications such as SPACESHIPS(I_{4123}) or JOYSTICK(I_{4124}) are made. This treatment of objects permits a greater degree of uniformity in the underlying representation, since it is essentially identical to the treatment of actions and processes.

In ordinary language, what the above definition of PLAY_INVADERS says is that this task is a composite of many actions, processes, and states. The agent of PLAY_INVADERS must kill spaceships and creatures with a ship, while making the ship avoid the creatures. If the agent kills creatures, they become easier to avoid. The way to kill the creatures is to position the ship with a joystick and then fire by pushing a button that belongs to the joystick. More points are awarded for the spaceships than for the creatures. There are a lot of the creatures. The way to avoid the creatures is either to hid the ship behind the blockades or to move the ship to a location that is not below any creatures. The creatures are arranged in rows and the number of points scored for them varies with their row. The creatures fire at and destroy the blockades.

This representation is not at the level of primitives such as those described in the previous section. Each of the referenced predicates in the definition has its own definition, which can be invoked to further specify the meaning of PLAY_INVADERS. (In fact, some few of the above predicates are invocations of primitives, such as the instantiations of the primitive predicate AND.) For example, consider the partial instantiation of POSITION in the predication

\[
\text{POSITION}_{y}(\text{agent, <ship>, at <(location)>})
\]

in the definition of PLAY_INVADERS. The generic definition of POSITION is
devised for any action-oriented task. Based on student descriptions, here is a partial representation of a computer game similar to the arcade game "Invaders". This representation is a relatively complete one, and includes the major knowledge components that a moderately expert game player would have.

PLAY_INVADERS (agent) =

COMPOSITE

(AND_h (KILL_l (agent, AND_j (<spaceships>, <creatures>), with <ship>),
    AVOID_k (<ship>, <creatures>)),

IF-THEN_m (KILL_l (...), EASIER_n (AVOID_k (...))),

BY_o (KILL_l (...), AND_p
    (POSITION_q (agent, <joystick>), FIRE_r (agent, <ship>)),

BY_s (FIRE_r (...), PUSH_t (agent, <button>)),

HIGHER-VALUED_u (<spaceships>, <creatures>),

MANY_v (<creatures>),

METHOD_w (AVOID_k (...), OR (HIDE_x (agent, <ship>, behind <blockades>),
    (POSITION_y (agent, <ship>, at <(location)>))),

NOT_z (BELOW_a (creatures, <(location)>)),

VALUE-BY-ROW_b (<rows>),

IN_c (<creatures>, (<rows>),

POSSESS_d (<joystick>, <button>),

CAUSE_e (FIRE_f (<creatures>), DESTROY_g (<blockades>)))

Composite Semantic Representation -- PLAY_INVADERS

The above representation uses subscripts to make references clear. For example, the KILL_l (...) in the line that begins IF-THEN_m refers to the same action that is given above as

(KILL_l (agent, AND_j (<spaceships>, <creatures>), with <ship>).

Co-referentiality of nominal entities is designated by name alone in this description. Subscripts are not necessary in these cases, since every instance of <spaceships> in this definition, for example, is meant to refer to the same set of entities.
DESCRIPTIONS OF DYNAMIC SKILL TASKS

One of the central problems in studying people's knowledge about dynamic tasks is determining what the state of that knowledge is. One method that can be employed is to ask a person to describe what he or she knows about the task, and to translate what is said into a semantic representation, such as those given above. To the extent that their report reflects knowledge of the task, the representation will model that knowledge.

In order to explore this approach to the representation of task understanding, an observational procedure was conducted. Twenty-seven undergraduate students from the University of Southern California were presented with a series of five videotaped exemplars of dynamic skill tasks. Each taped segment was from two to three minutes in length and showed a dynamic task in progress. The students watched the taped segment and then briefly described the task, referring to objects displayed on the screen as necessary. Their descriptions were videotaped using a second video recorder, and later transcribed. These transcriptions could then be scored in a manner similar to that employed by Kintsch (1974).

The five taped segments displayed five tasks in action. One segment showed a personal computer game based on the "Invaders" arcade game. The screen showed a pair of hands manipulating a joystick that controlled the play of the game. Two other segments showed other joystick-controlled video games, one of the "Pac Man" type, and one based on "Asteroids." The fourth segment showed a version of the simulated Air Intercept Controller task, described in the following section. The fourth segment showed a pair of hands playing with a marble maze box, a dynamic skill task that does not require the use of a computer or video game.

Following Allen's representational format, a representation can be
of a "screen pointer." Such lower-level instantiations constitute specific parameters for a generic schema at instantiation time.

In the generic version of a schema, parameters may be bound by selectional restrictions. For example, there may be a generic concept for "moving a screen pointer" which can apply to an event only if the object parameter is a screen pointer. Selectional restrictions limit the range of instantiations that can fill a parameter slot in a generic schema, but they are much less specific than actual instantiations.

The process of instantiation is often combined with a process of schema decomposition or expansion. At the time that a predicate is instantiated, some or all of the elements of its definition may also be instantiated. These instantiated predicates may themselves have definitional components that can further be instantiated, and so on. This expansion process is not a necessary part of every instantiation of a schema. Ordinarily expansion or decomposition will not take place or will be quite shallow. The depth of decomposition during instantiation reflects the depth of processing that the concept receives when it is activated.

Decomposition can be suspended during the instantiation process and later reactivated, due to further processing on the topic. Probable occasions for additional schema expansion include the instantiation of new elements that have parameters that are already instantiated, but not yet expanded. The additional activation due to the new "calling" schema may be enough to prompt the expansion of such a previously instantiated predicate.

Another primitive process that can be applied to all representation elements is comparison. Comparison processes must be able to determine identity, non-identity, function equivalence (equality), and inequality. Related processes are responsible for searching for particular representation elements or complexes of elements.
a representation that the more complex predicates that are constructed from them do. However, there are two respects in which the primitives are distinct. First, they cannot be expanded or "decomposed" into a more atomistic representation, as can complex predicates or schemata. Second, they have a special status in that a computer-based system that makes use of this representation must have pre-defined processes that are prepared to deal directly with the primitives, though not with more complex elements. For example, primitive truth-value operators can check the bounds of two time intervals to determine whether the DURING predicate applies.

**Primitive Processes and the Representation**

The most basic process that acts on the data that constitute a representation is instantiation. This is the process that makes a specific, context-embedded, and particularized copy of a generic schema. This copy represents a record of a portion of the mental activity accompanying a decision and its subsequent action. For example, the generic concept of "moving an object" must be distinguished from a specific memory for "moving a pointer on a screen from the lower left corner to the upper right corner at 11:42 A.M. on November 23." The latter concept is a specific instantiation of the former.

An instantiation or specific copy differs from the generic original in several respects. An instantiated copy of a predicate is part of a network of linked instantiations. For example, the instantiation for moving the screen pointer on November 23 may be linked to an instantiation for the appearance of a new icon on the screen immediately before. (This is especially likely if the pointer movement was a response to the new icon appearance.) A given instantiation has other instantiations linked to it as parameters, and it is typically a parameter for some higher-level instantiation of a different generic schema. The "object" parameter in this particular case of "moving an object" is an instantiation of the generic concept.
Ideally, an effective student knowledge representation construction system will build representations based on performance on a task. To explore the feasibility of such representation construction, it is necessary to use a dynamic skill task that the computer can monitor closely. For this purpose, we selected portions of a simulated Air Intercept Controller (AIC) task, exploiting our previous experience in developing experimental simulation training systems in this domain (Munro, Towne, & Fehling, 1981; Munro, Fehling, Blais, & Towne, 1981; Munro, Towne, Cody, & Abramowski, 1982; Munro, Fehling, & Towne, in press).

The AIC Tracking Task

In our previous research on representing dynamic task knowledge and skills, we have used a task simulation called the AIC tracking task. The student uses a pointing device (joystick, trackball, or mouse) to position symbols on blips that appear on a simulated radar screen. When a blip appears on the screen (after a radar sweep), the student puts a symbol on the blip as soon as possible. In Figure 5A, the student has labeled a new blip with the symbol "010".

In the AIC tracking task, a simulated tracking computer moves the symbols on a path established by the student. Ideally, this path should track the movements of the blips associated with the symbols. In order to establish a correct track, students must position the symbol a second time, after a second radar sweep. The two locations are used by the tracking computer to establish a path for the symbol to follow on subsequent updates. In 5B, the student has labeled the blip again in the new location. In 5C, the blip has changed course, and the student has relabeled it once again in order to establish a new correct path for the symbol ("1").
Students must observe and respond to a number of events that can occur during radar sweeps in this task. In Figure 6A, a new blip has appeared and been labeled before the next radar update. In 6B, the blip has been labeled again, thereby establishing a new correct path. In Figure 6C, however, the blip has changed velocity, so the computed tracking path is incorrect. The student must recognize this condition and relabel the blip again in order to keep the computed track on the course of the blip.

Formalizing AIC Tasks

From only the elements described above, many important elements of the AIC task can be represented formally. For example, one key (and surprisingly complex) event in AIC tracking is responding to a change of direction of a previously-identified blip (a "heading jink"). The change of direction characteristic would be represented with a function of the form

\[ \text{CHANGE-DIRECTION} (\text{BLIP}, \text{angle1}, \text{angle2}) \]

To assert that a particular identified blip (\text{BLIP1}) changed direction during some particular time interval (\text{T3}), we would say

\[ \text{OCCUR} (\text{CHANGE-DIRECTION} (\text{BLIP1}, \text{DEGREES1}, \text{DEGREES2}), \text{T3}) \]

and to determine if \text{BLIP1} was previously identified we could evaluate the expression

\[ \text{OCCUR} (\text{IDENTIFIED} (\text{BLIP1}, \text{T2})) \land \text{BEFORE} (\text{T2}, \text{T3}) \]

which states that \text{BLIP1} was IDENTIFIED during interval \text{T2}, and \text{T2} is BEFORE \text{T3}.
The proposed representation system will make use of decomposition methods in the course of deriving inferences. IDENTIFY has decomposable structure that, when expanded, makes explicit the role of an agent (the student) in an action that identifies a blip by assigning a symbol to it. To determine if BLIP1 was IDENTIFIED during T2, we would refer to the primitive definition of IDENTIFIED to ascertain whether it was satisfied DURING T2.

An important property of this representation system is that it can handle non-continuous processes, in addition to events and properties. Thus an intelligent tutorial system could recognize that a learner is 'tracking' a blip, even though that activity might be interrupted at times to take care of other time-critical needs. Of course it would be necessary to define explicitly what constitutes performance of the process. For example we might say that the process P, such as tracking, occurs over time interval T1 if there is no time interval T2, DURING T1 that is greater than T3 (a reference interval), in which the property of tracking is not true.

TRACKING(T1) is defined as

\[ \text{NOT}\ T2 \mid \text{OCCUR(\text{NOT(ATTEND\_TRACK)},T2) \& DURING(T2,T1) \& T2>T3} \]

where ATTEND\_TRACK is defined in terms of student actions that reflect attention to the position of the blip.

If T3 were 20 seconds in duration, then any interruption in tracking greater than 20 seconds would terminate the time period during which tracking was being performed. If tracking resumed, another time period would be initiated.

Another universal aspect is the use of an "interactive situation skeleton" that is also built out of Allen's primitive building blocks. This semantic structure is a kind of universal schema for interactive dynamic skill tasks. One of the results of our current ONR research project has been the specification of this domain-independent expression.
of the top level structure of an interactive dynamic skill task. At the highest level of this representation, a dynamic skill consists of an agent causing processes in response to a task event, i.e.:

\[ \text{OCCURRING(INITIATE(OBSERVE(agent, event)), ACAUSE(agent, occurrence)), t) } \]

Here the ACAUSE clause represents the student's reaction to the observed event.

Tasks of interest, such as the AIC tracking task, have multiple objectives which must be continually and simultaneously considered by the performer. Thus the OCCURRENCE of AIC tracking is defined as a combination of positive objectives, and possibly the avoidance of negative events. Just how these competing factors are assigned levels of priority is a matter to be explored in future research.

When an intelligent tutor is created for use in a particular simulation training environment, most of the high-level representation components for that task will fit into slots in the interactive situation skeleton.

The system provides object-oriented representation of domain-specific knowledge for dynamic interactive tasks. Object-oriented composition systems have the advantages that they require less "intelligence" or expertise on the part of the user than do traditional simulation building methods (Boring, 1979; Hollan, 1983; Munro, 1984; Towne & Munro, 1984; Schneiderman, 1982). The user of this semantic object composition system is a process in the intelligent tutor, the process responsible for detecting evidence for particular representation components and for building student representations out of those components.
Implementation History

The original versions of the simulated AIC task developed at Behavioral Technology Laboratories were implemented in Apple Pascal on Apple // computers. In a new set of observational studies, a simplified version of the AIC task was created that emphasized a portion of the task, the "hooking" process, by which blips on the radar screen are labeled. The new version of the task (also implemented on Apple //s) was used to gather performance data. The purpose of studies with this task was to choose a subset of the AIC task that required dynamic skills but that was still amenable to complete representation.

Fifteen undergraduate students at the University of Southern California participated in this study for course credit. The students were presented with a brief videotape that introduced the AIC hooking task. Then they worked through a series of ten progressively more difficult practice exercises. These exercises were adaptive, so that the degree of difficulty depended on the skill with which a student performed the task. The students exhibited great variety in their performance. Some quickly attained near-expert performance levels, while others showed marked deficiencies in one or more aspects of the task. No single model of student understanding of task requirements and strategies could have accounted for all the different performances observed. Interviews with the students revealed that they had quite disparate models of the task and that, for particular students, aspects of performance could be related to the content of their descriptions.

A student representation system that depends on introspective analyses of the meaning of student statements would provide an unreliable set of representations. While some student comments correlate well with observed performance behaviors, most behavior is not well reflected in the descriptions. What is required is a system that builds representations of student knowledge based on observed student behavior.
Building such representations as a dynamic task is carried out is one of goals of the current research effort. Two largely autonomous processes reside in a single computer system that both provides a task environment and represents the student’s understanding of the task. The AIC booking task was rewritten in Interlisp-D on a Xerox 1108 Scientific Information Processor. A system for representing aspects of knowledge about the task has been implemented, based on a set of generic schemata for dynamic skill primitives. When these schemata are activated during an interactive task session, they build a semantic network that represents the events of the session.

The AIC booking task on the Xerox 1108 is implemented as a process bound to a set of windows that contain the simulated radar screen, scoring information, and performance feedback (see Figure 7). The blips change location at periodic intervals that represent the results of new radar sweeps.

As events occur in the simulation, a second process evaluates those events — the simulation events and the student responses — in terms of a pre-defined "vocabulary" of conceptual representations. The elements of this semantic vocabulary are LISP functions that play the role of schemata or frames. The schemata are activated by events in the task simulation and apply tests to events to determine whether they apply. When a schema finds that it does apply, it creates an instance node in a semantic network that represents an instantiation of that concept.

The representation of student knowledge about the AIC booking task takes two forms in this system. Generic knowledge is represented by schemata written in LISP. Specific knowledge is represented by a semantic network created by and linked to the generic schemata. When a simulated radar sweep takes place, a number of generic knowledge elements are activated. For example, LOCATED-AT is activated for each object on the radar screen. This creates a number of new instances of LOCATED-AT in the network. These instantiations of LOCATED-AT represent the user’s knowledge about the locations of objects at the end of a
Figure 7.
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radar sweep. In a sense, the activations of LOCATED-AT serve as a functional model of the act of perceiving the locations of the objects.

Other, more top-down, schemata are also activated when a radar sweep takes place, such as a search for instances of UNLABELED blips on the screen. (Some students follow the strategy of noticing which blips are unlabeled after a radar sweep, and then rehook them.) UNLABELED is a complex schema that activates other schemata, such as NEAR and ANY. Thus, the search for unlabeled blips may result, not only in the addition of instantiations of UNLABELED to the representational network, but also in the instantiations of other schemata, such as NEAR.

Figure 8 presents a portion of a representational network immediately after a sweep has taken place. This figure represents a student's understanding of some of the spatial relationships that hold among objects on the screen. Node A0036, for example represents a memory for the fact that Blip1 is at a particular location on the screen (55, 473). It is an instantiation of the LOCATED-AT schema. Node A0034 is a representation of Blip1, an instantiation of the BLIP schema. And A0035 is the screen location, an instantiation of the LOCATION schema.

In Figure 8, the nodes are represented by ovals surrounding the node identification (a string such as A0036) and the name of the schema of which it is an instantiation. This use of the schema name in an oval is a graphic convention for a pointer labeled "instance" from the node to the generic schema. Another graphic abbreviation used in the figure is that each pointer shown actually represents two pointers, one the inverse of that displayed in the figure. Thus, an "object" pointer from A0036 to A0034 is matched, in the implementation of the representation, by an "object-of" pointer from A0034 to A0036.

The pointers of the representational network are implemented as properties. Each node has a set of properties with property values that are the nodes pointed to. Generic elements also have property lists.
Figure 8.
"Instance" properties link generic schemata to the specific elements in the representational network.

Because the generic elements are LISP functions, a simple question answering facility is inherent in the representational system. The AIC simulation can be suspended at any point and a query window opened on the screen, as in Figure 10. The query window permits a user to enter standard schemata in a mode that returns a textual result. For example, the query

(NEAR (BLIP BLIP1) (SYMBOL 1) CURRENT-TIME)

will return the node (A0042) that represents the perception of the nearness of Blip 1 and Symbol 1. (If Blip 1 and Symbol 1 were not in fact near each other, then the query would return NIL.) In Figure 9, a query window has been opened, suspending the AIC simulation task.

Directions for Future Development

The work done thus far has laid the foundations for a system that automatically constructs models of student understanding of dynamic skill tasks. Such a system would work in conjunction with a task simulator that would provide students with training practice. Observational evidence suggests that dynamic skill task knowledge is quite variable. An effective intelligent trainer would benefit from the availability of an accurate model of student knowledge, built on the basis of student interactions.

Such an automatic knowledge representation system would require a large library of generic schemata representing the different ways that task performers can view or understand aspects of the task domain. For example, there might be several different schemata for NEAR, representing different performers' conceptions of how close two elements must be for them to be considered near to each other. As a session progresses, evidence (in the form of performer responses to simulated events) will accumulate in support of certain schemata and against others. The set of supported schemata will comprise a model of the
Figure 9.
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student's understanding of the task.

Once such a student model has been created, it can be used to guide tutorial interactions. The system will have access to an ideal model of task knowledge, which can be compared with the current student model. It remains to be determined what are the most effective methods for producing tutorials using the current student model and the ideal model. An interesting possible method would be to demonstrate the differences in the performance of the task to a student by simulating the performance of an expert, using the ideal model, comparing that performance with that of the student model. It is even conceivable that some simple verbal explanations could be generated by processes that compare the ideal and the student schemata.
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